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ABSTRACT

In 1880, the 46th US Congress requested the first federal study of the

state of arts education.  A two-volume report, of almost 2,000 pages, was

written by Issac Edwards Clarke and submitted in 1885.  Titled Art and

Industry: Education in the Industrial and Fine Arts in the United States, it

stated, “The wide spread interest and activity [of the arts] gives promise of an

important development in the art productions of the United States.”1

Now, over a century later, the expansion of arts continues.  A most

recent development is the growth of arts education programs within

professional producing/presenting organizations.  The purpose of this study

is to understand the motivations, benefits and realities of educational

programs from the perspective of a professional producing/presenting arts

organization.  More specifically, what has enticed these organizations to create

and sustain educational programs? Are these programs viewed as an

extension of outreach, or as a program to serve their mission, or for reasons

unstated?

Research was collected in Charlotte, NC, a community with diverse

arts organizations, many of whom support educational programs.  The school

district also has a strong arts education programming.  Nine arts

organizations and three supporting organizations were selected for direct
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interviews.  Each interview was conducted in the same manner, based on five

questions.

This research reveals that arts organizations are proactive and have

created valuable educational experiences for their community, but many

organizations are doing a disservice to their core beliefs by not defining the

value the educational program provides for the organization.

                                                
1 I. Clarke,       Art and Industry:  Education in the Industrial and Fine Arts in the United States    
(Washington, DC:  Government Printing Office, 1885), p. 4.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Results of recent arts education research reveal many significant

positive relationships between involvement in the arts and the development

of competencies for academic and personal success.  Arts education, as defined

in Toward Civilization, A Report on Arts Education, “ . . . aims to provide all

students, not only the gifted and talented, with knowledge of, and skills in,

the arts.  Basic arts education must give students the essence of our

civilization, the civilizations which have contributed to ours and the more

distant civilizations which enrich world civilization as a whole.  It must also

give students tools for creating, for communicating and understanding

others’ communications, and for making informed and critical choices.”2

Toward Civilization was written in 1988 by congressional mandate for

a "study of the state of arts education."3  It aimed to define the arts that are

worth studying in the classroom, present reasons for studying them and show

why the present state of arts education is unsatisfactory.  It also examined the

role of leaders in arts education and how the National Endowment for the

Arts can play a part in being a leader.  Information was collected via surveys

at state and school district levels and from earlier studies.  The work was

undertaken by the National Endowment for the Arts.

A decade later, 1999, a second report, Champions of Change, was

released.  The focus of that research was to discover “ . . .why and how young

people were changed through their arts experience.”4  This study used seven

teams of researchers who examined a variety of arts education programs, all

of which used differing methodologies.  It is in direct response to a society

which values measurements and data to inform decisions when “. . .

allocation of scarce resources, photographs of smiling faces are not enough to

                                                
2      Toward Civilization:  A Report on Arts Education      (Washington:  U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1988), p. 13.
3 Ibid., p. 1.
4 Edward B. Fiske (ed.),      Champions of Change: The Impact of the Arts on Learning    
(Washington DC, 1999), p. iv.
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gain or even retain support."5  This work was supported through a

partnership of the Arts Education Partnership and the President's Committee

on the Arts and the Humanities.

The executive summary of Champions of Change reports, “ . . .while

learning in other disciplines may often focus on development of a single skill

or talent, the arts regularly engage multiple skills and abilities.  Engagement

in the arts —whether the visual arts, dance, music, theatre or other

disciplines — nurtures the development of cognitive, social and personal

competencies.”6  Champions of Change examines a variety of arts education

programs.  Despite the fact that each study was independent of the other and

each used a different methodology with a different focus, the research from

these seven studies had seven claims in common:

• The arts reach students who are not otherwise being reached.

• The arts reach students in ways that they are not otherwise being

reached.

• The arts connect students to themselves and each other.

• The arts transform the environment for learning.

• The arts provide learning opportunities for the adults in the lives of

young people.

• The arts provide new challenges for those students already considered

successful.

• The arts connect learning experiences to the world of real work.7

                                                
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid., p. ix.
7 Ibid., p.  ix-x.
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Champions of Change and Toward Civilization, along with numerous

other studies, have helped educators, administrators, artists, community

members, etc. verbalize and petition for arts education.  Yet, I was left with a

question of who is creating arts education and what are the intentions of the

creators?

While it is easy to identify that schools and educators are considered

creators of arts education, I have found that professional arts

producing/presenting organizations generate considerable arts education

activities.  In this report, I shall attempt to identify the reasons why arts

organizations have educational programs.  I want to identify what motivates

arts organizations to joined forces with schools and funding agencies to

support and create such programming and to test certain assumptions

regarding what motivates arts organizations to support/create educational

programming.

I began this research with the hypothesis that most educational

programming by an arts organization does not go beyond mere exposure.  I

thought that educational activities produced by arts organizations were not

hands-on activities, but limited to activities that focused on allowing children

to watch the arts, versus providing opportunities that would allow children

to be a part of the arts.  I also believed that organizations were creating and

supporting arts education to take advantage of grant opportunities.  I thought

organizations created educational activities because there was an opportunity

to receive a grant if the project contained or focused on arts education.  I

wondered how much educational activity arts organizations would support if

grants were not available.

The body of the thesis contains a synopsis of the interviews with arts

organizations and supporting organizations (referenced in Table 1 and 2).

While it is not possible to document each response, I have summarized the

responses to one answer that accurately describes a census of the responses to

each of the five questions.  With each ‘answer’, I have included stories and/or

information about organizations, which was gathered through interviews or
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research and which supports my answer.  Also included is one additional

observation that was identified after reviewing all of the interviews.

Finally, the thesis will conclude with four identified principle points,

which summarize the issue of arts organizations and the realities of how arts

educational programming is realized in the organization.
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II. METHODOLOGY

While the seven claims found in the Champions of Change report are

relevant and important to anyone who creates or implements arts education

programs, I do not wish to replicate or further this study.  This does not mean

to imply that I do not recognize or value the myriad goals that education and

involvement in the arts provides to everyone involved.  The focus of this

research is to understand the intentions and expectations of arts education

from the perspective of professional arts organizations.  The purpose is to

identify:

• Why professional arts organizations create educational

program(s)?

• What are the intentions behind these programs?

• What are the benefits for the organizations when providing these

kinds of activities?

• How these programs serve the organizations in other ways?

• Who do these programs serve?

I collected information through interviews and informational

gathering (via the Internet and/or brochures created by the organization) of

nine arts organizations (see Table 1 for a listing) and three supporting*

organizations (see Table 2 for a listing) all of which are located in Charlotte,

NC.  One interview was conducted with each organization.  The

representative for the organization was either the executive director or

program directors.  Each arts organization interviewed has educational

programs.  Each interview with the arts organization was comprised of five

questions (See Table 3 for a listing), always asked in the same order.
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History of Support Mechanisms for Arts Education in Charlotte, NC

Charlotte, NC, was selected as a place to conduct my research, because it

is a city that contains many dynamic arts organizations, supporting all arts

disciplines.  Charlotte also has a strong commitment to the arts via the Arts

and Science Council, which is complemented by a stable, yet expansive,

school district that has sustained arts education in the Charlotte/Mecklenburg

County schools for many years.

The importance that the Arts and Science Council (ASC) brings to

Charlotte is evident by the amount of money raised in the ASC's annual fund

drive.  In 2000, their united arts drive raised $9,134,820,8 ranking Charlotte as

number one in the nation in per capita giving to the arts.

In 1994, ASC implemented a cultural action plan that established arts

education as its highest priority for the next three years. Toward this end, the

Council was successful in securing over $600,000 to initiate      A National

Model: A Comprehensive Program of Arts Education     in partnership with the

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools.9  Also in 1996, ASC formally approved an

arts education plan for Charlotte/Mecklenburg   a comprehensive,

curriculum-based program of arts and cultural education for all ages.10  The

ASC established another policy, which designated arts education as a top

priority.  This policy requires that one-third of all new money raised must go

to support educational programs that directly benefit Charlotte-Mecklenburg

youth.

In 1997, a third cultural action plan was launched with a primary focus

on public participation.  The Cultural Education Collaborative (CEC) was

incorporated as a non-profit, affiliated partner of the ASC and began

implementation of a program to coordinate all in-school and/or community-

                                                
8      The Charlotte Observer    , February 25, 2000, p. 1.
9 http://www.artsandscience.org, April 6, 2000.
10 Ibid.
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based arts and science education programs.11   The CEC receives annual

operating support from the ASC.  The CEC awarded $508,166 in cultural

education grants for the 1999-2000 school year.12

A profile of the Charlotte/Mecklenburg school district was recently

featured in Gaining the Arts Advantage13 for its strategic and effective long-

range plan and implementation of arts education.  Fifteen years ago, the

Charlotte/Mecklenburg school district, Arts and Science Council and

community arts advocates brought in consultants to assist with development

of arts education.  The Wolf Organization of Boston developed a vision based

on the following notion “ . . . the arts play an important role in helping

children to think critically and to find creative approaches in solving

problems."14  A 10-year plan was created to integrate arts in the schools

through the North Carolina Standard Course of Study.

Charlotte/Mecklenburg County School District currently has 130 schools and

92,619 students.  They have 515 arts teachers in all disciplines including dance,

music, theatre and visual arts.15

While the school district provides a strong arts education program for

the K-12 population, it also welcomes collaborative projections between

teachers and their students with the arts organizations of Charlotte.

In the fall of 1999, every 8th grade student in the

Charlotte/Mecklenburg school district attended a performance titled

Mountain! at Spirit Square Center for Arts and Education.16  This production

was sponsored by the CEC, but was written and produced by Children's

Theatre of Charlotte with period music arranged and performed by the

                                                
11 Ibid.
12 Cultural Education Collaborative Brochure:  “Education Through the Arts, Science, History
and Heritage”, 1999-2000, p. 5.
13      Gaining the Arts Advantage: Lessons From School Districts that Value Arts Education, Arts
Educational Partnership      (Washington, DC: 1999), p. 41-42.
14 http://www.artsandscience.org, April 10, 2000.
15      Gaining the Arts Advantage: Lessons From School Districts that Value Arts Education, Arts
Educational Partnership      (Washington, DC: 1999), p. 41.
16 Cultural Education Collaborative Brochure, “The Battle of King’s Mountain In-School
Workshops”, 1999.
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Charlotte Symphony Orchestra.  Mountain! was a production based on an

actual battle that took place in 1780 at King's Mountain, which is located

thirty miles southwest of Charlotte.  This battle turned the tide of the British

southern campaign and the outcome of the American Revolution.

Not only did this project provide a required field trip for every eighth

grade student, it also offered in-school curriculum-based workshops at no

cost.  Numerous cultural organizations and individual artists offered many

'Classroom Offerings' based on the work Mountain!.  The teacher could

choose to collaborate with any among the following organizations: Afro-

American Cultural Center, Carolina Raptor Center, Children's Theatre of

Charlotte, Museum of the New South, Ramona Moore Big Eagle of Eagle

Tales, Ron and Brooks Gullege of Teller of Tales small and Tall, Stageworks

Theatre, Charlotte Symphony, The Light Factory and Community School of

the Arts.  The Mint Museum of Art created a Teacher Resource Notebook of

images and research on North Carolina colonial history.

This is just one example of many collaborative arts and cultural

opportunities being sponsored every year by the ASC and CEC, bringing

students, educators and arts organizations of Charlotte together, providing

quality and creative education for all.

It was within this context and environment that I conducted my

research through direct interviews with arts organizations.
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III. OBSERVATIONS FROM INTERVIEWS

Question #1: What Drives Educational Programs?

Personal Commitment

Behind every action there is a motivating factor which drives an

intention to complete a goal.  I found that educational programs needed more

than a mission statement to be created.  Assuming that the goal is arts

education, I started each interview by asking, "what was the drive to start

your [arts education] program(s)?"

These programs usually started with an individual's personal

commitment to education and the art form.  Interestingly, each organization I

interviewed had someone who was highly committed to an educational goal.

There was no consistency among the organizations as to what position that

person held.  I wondered how does their position relate to their commitment,

or does it?

When I contacted each organization to set up an interview I would

request to meet with the executive director.  I felt my results would be more

accurate in comparing responses if I had interviewed people that had the

same title.  But, some organizations suggested I meet with the program

director instead, because they would be better able to answer my questions.

Each organization has its own history, thus the development of

educational programs varies.  Some organizations were founded with a high

commitment to education.  In these cases, the executive director typically held

a high personal commitment to the programs, such as the Afro-American

Cultural Center (AACC).  The AACC “ . . . exists to preserve, promote and

present African-American art, history and culture, and to increase the

awareness, understanding and appreciation of African-American cultural

traditions among all citizens of Charlotte-Mecklenburg and surrounding

counties.”17

                                                
17 http://www.aacc-charlotte.org, April 25, 2000.
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When I approached this organization, I was referred to Dr. Bertha

Maxwell-Roddey, the Interim Executive Director.  The AACC has nine total

staff members, five of whom have ‘Program Director or Program Associate’ in

their title.  I believe any of the five could have assisted with answering my

questions, yet, I was directed to speak with Dr. Roddey.  Serving as the leader,

she is the one providing the vision for the organization’s educational

programming.  It was quickly evident during the interview that she had high

personal commitment to these educational programs.

Other organizations started with a focus on the artistic process.  In these

cases, the program coordinator typically had a higher personal commitment

to education than the executive director did.  When I called to make an

appointment with the executive director of The Light Factory, I was referred

to the Director of Education, because, “she knows more about those programs

than I do.”  The Light Factory functions as, “. . . a dynamic, non-collecting

laboratory for the education and presentation of photographic art and current

issues. Its galleries offer presentations of both new art forms and historical

works that elucidate issues engaging artists today.”18  In fact, this director of

education revealed that her commitment to these programs is so high that

she has concerns about what will happen to the programming when she

leaves (at the time of the interview, she was scheduled to leave the

organization in two weeks).  It was obvious that her boss trusted her ability to

understand and develop educational programming and she saw fit.

Unfortunately, this kind of trust between co-workers can be difficult during

times of change – especially when the co-worker with the high personal

commitment leaves the organization.

Opportunities

The second factor that drives organizations to provide educational

endeavors, is opportunity.  I use the term 'opportunity' very liberally, such as:

opportunities to fill the needs of a community, opportunities to expand the
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organization, opportunities for others to tell their story or merely take

advantage of missed opportunities.  While the opportunity to start a program

was unique and evident in each organization, in Charlotte it is very clear that

these opportunities were typically coupled with a specific incentive  —

money .

In Charlotte, there is a strong force that provides incentives to create

opportunities, that is the Arts and Science Council (ASC) and its partner the

Cultural Education Collaborative (CEC).  All of the organizations I

interviewed receive funding from the ASC and CEC.  These two funders

require a commitment to education to receive funding.  Ergo, educational

programs get created.

This ‘carrot and stick motivation’ (to create educational programs for

money) is not a negative component, but funding from the ASC & CEC is an

important aspect that drives educational programs in Charlotte.  I did not ask

arts organizations any specific questions about the application process for

funding from the ASC/CEC.  Nor, did I ask about how they perceive their

relationship with the ASC/CEC, but through the interviews I did get a feeling

that all organizations were grateful for the opportunities that the ASC/CEC

provide.  Administrators, especially, appreciate the CEC's ability to bring

organizations together to work as collaborators at the same table on the same

educational projects.

CEC is a regranting organization and I feel it lives up to its name as a

cultural, education, collaborative.  The CEC does not try to structure what

kinds of educational programs it will fund.  It assists and promotes the

development of educational activities in Charlotte.  With a positive and

supportive approach, the CEC allows each organization the opportunity to

provide educational activities, which are appropriate to their mission.

During my interview with the CEC, I wanted to know how it perceives

arts organizations.  Are arts organizations truly interested in educational

programs or are they simply applying for grants to receive money?

                                                
18 http://www.lightfactory.org, April 20, 2000.
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In 1994, the ASC changed the requirements to receive a 'Basic

Operating Grants Program,' which provides unrestricted funds for

administration, operations, and programs of major arts, science, history and

heritage organizations.  Arts organizations were now required to demonstrate

a commitment to educational programming to receive a Basic Operation

Grant.

This new policy was met with resentment.  It was described to me that

a few organizations still maintain a "grudging compliance attitude."19  There

has been an influx of educational activities within the past five years due to

this policy.  However, many organizations have yet to define to what extent

education is important to the organization.

                                                
19 Interview with Lori Swift, President, Cultural Education Collaborative, March 2, 2000.
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Question #2a:  What are the Intentions of Educational Programs?

Provide Opportunities to Create

    and

Provide Opportunities to Experience

Two commonly mentioned factors behind the importance of any

program were:

• Provide opportunities for the general public to create their own art,

• Allow the general public to experience the art made by an organization.

Both of these factors imply access.

"Sharing the Art Form" is the one solid answer I felt that every

organization stated when answering this question.  Similar to the notion that

each arts organization has an assumed purpose of sharing whatever they

create, educational programs have a purpose to provide possibilities to

experience the art.  This response is much like the argument 'arts for arts

sake', 'arts education for sake of educating' — the intention is to share and

help others to understand the art form.
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Question #2 b:  Are these Intentions

Stated Goals or Unstated Goals?

Intentions Are Stated Generic Goals    

I chose not to experience any of the educational programs created by the

arts organizations interviewed, but I did want to find out how serious the

organization was about their goal(s)?  I asked each organization if their

intentions noted in the previous question were stated goals of the

organization.  And, are these intentions stated or assumed goals within an

organization.

More often than not, these intentions were stated goals of a program,

though not necessarily the stated goals of an organization.  Usually, these

goals were identified in a strategic plan.  Interesting, though, is the lack of

definition to the goals.  Many organizations pointed out that their goals were

not specifically described.  What can this mean: On average, arts organizations

state their commitment to education, but rarely make their commitment

explicit?  If the commitment is not explicit what can this mean about their

intention?  These are questions I cannot answer based on my research, but the

individual who has the high commitment to the program did identify goals

of their program(s) for reasons of either recognizing the need to visually and

verbally identify these goals, or they simply responded to application

guidelines for a grant.
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Question #3: What Are the Benefits of

Developing and Delivering Arts Educational Programs?

Short Term Benefit:  Interaction With The Community    

With the current surge of data and information regarding the benefits

of arts education, I was left wondering what administrators of these programs

see as benefits to the organization and their work?  Specifically, what are

some immediate profits for the organizations when implementing an

educational program?

This was the hardest question for those interviewed to understand and

answer.  Initially, some would respond with the broad benefits of education,

i.e., education opens eyes, education allows an art object to speak or education

brings together art and an individual.  When I probed with a more directed

question of "what are the benefits to your organization," some would act as if

I was asking either an offensive or irrelevant question.  Many wanted to

make it clear that their educational program was not created to benefit the

organization.  Thus, having someone list benefits for the organization,

whether it is short term and/or long-term benefits, was difficult.

I think this question was perplexing to answer because, while

organizations do discuss the benefits of the programs for the participant, there

is not a perceived need to know why the program is necessary for the

organization.  There is an understanding that what is good for the audience

or those they serve will then indirectly advance the organization.

After some probing, organizations did identify that an immediate

benefit of developing and delivering educational programming was

interaction with the community.  I did not continue to ask "what is the

benefit of this interaction?" but if I had, I think some of the responses would

have been "it raises the possibility of getting someone involved with your

organization."  Assuming that interaction with the community does raise the

possibility of increased attendance at an event, I think organizations see

education programs as an indirect link and/or chance to create support for the
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organizations’ values. . . more momentum. . . more programs . . . more

money . . . more!  Thus, the benefit of having your organization's name

spoken in the community can only raise your chances to have more people

involved with your organization.  This kind of benefit is an honest and

important goal to acknowledge.

Long Term Benefit: Building Life Long Learners.

This response didn't necessarily shock me, but the notion that arts

education has a long-term benefit of creating a community of people who

strive for a nourishment of the arts is euphoria.  And yet, how possible is it

that organizations could achieve such a benefit?  Do and/or can arts

organizations, through educational programs, build life-long learners?  This

research did not measure the success of the established goals, it only identified

what were the perceived goals.

Notable, though, is the relationship between the mentioned short term

and long term goals.  The short term, interaction in the community, coincides

with the long term, building life-long learners.  In order to build a

community of life long learners, an organization must reach out to identify

those who are interested.  Whether that extension into the community has

an intention to reach those who do not have access to the product, or to

increase awareness of social issues, or to provide a forum for those who need

to be artists, the main benefit short term and long term is the notion of

interaction.  The primary concern is to reach those not being touched.
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Question #4: Do You Have An Intended Goal

That Your Programs Will Positively Influence Your Audiences

To Become Participants Of Other Programs?

YES and NO

When developing the five questions to gather information, I did not

see the a correlation between question three "what are the benefits of

developing arts education programs" and question four "do you have an

intended goal that your programs will positively influence your audiences to

become participants in other programs."  After analyzing responses, I see

there is an indirect correlation.

As with question three, when I asked question four, sometimes the

responder would be wary of giving a straight answer.  It seemed as if there

was fear of sounding like the organization is selfish and is only concerned

with self-perpetuation.  Many organizations would acknowledge the need for

their educational programs to influence the organization as a whole, but

rarely did someone respond with an overwhelming YES.

One aspect to remember is that some educational programs do not

focus on teaching the content of the arts.  Some programs have a vested

interest in using the art form as a device to address social issues or other

complicated matters.  Theatre organizations are a good example of that type of

programming.

Children's Theatre of Charlotte currently sponsors three programs

dealing with issue-oriented work.  These programs are: Nobody’s Listening!, a

violence prevention program; Ice Cream Man, a substance abuse prevention

program; and Heart-to-Heart, a relationship Abuse Prevention Program.20  In

addition to these programs, Children's Theatre of Charlotte also offers

MainStage productions, touring productions, education classes, education

programs and other community programs.  It is easy to recognize that within
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all of the varied programming there is indirect relationship that each of these

programs hopes to influence the others for support.

                                                
20 Interview with Valerie Lyons, Director of Education, and Jane Shaffer, Education Assistant,
Children’s Theatre of Charlotte, March 10, 2000.
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QUESTION #5: Who Are Your Constituents?

Everyone

The final question in each interview was one more probe in an attempt

to understand the motivations behind educational programs.  If an

organization had answered the first four questions with a specific agenda

and/or program intention, I wanted to know if that specified audience is also

considered a constituent.  While the objective of the interviews did not delve

into the format of an educational program, it was inevitable that I heard

many stories of organizations' motivations and intentions through

explanation of their program.

Most of these stories suggest programs primarily serve youth and

underserved community members.  And yet, the first response for almost

every organization when I asked who are your constituents was “anyone

between the ages of Pre-Kindergarten and Senior Citizen.”  A typical second

response included youth and public schools.  Then an array of possible

constituents would be added.  Examples include, underserved-all ages, higher

education, potential new audiences, artists, donors, audience, community at

large and even the Arts and Science Council.

Priority of constituents is obvious through programming and I found

that the priority is school children and teachers.  Every organization I

interviewed (except the Charlotte Choral Society) has educational programs

that serve public schools.  Everything from location, educational materials,

length of program, subject matter, etc. all focus on K-12 students.  And arts

organizations have realized that the best way to reach those students is

through the classroom teacher.

‘TEMPO - Teaching Everyone More through Professional Opera,’ is a

good example of an educational program that is really created for a targeted

audience (K-12 students) but attempts to be relevant for anyone.  In the 2000-

01 season brochure for TEMPO, a program sponsored by Opera Carolina states,

"let us entertain you with well-loved opera and Broadway favorites . . . Opera
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Caroline Theatre singers will delight audiences with their beautiful

renditions of your favorites and some of our favorites."21

Yet, the two performances offered include:  An Enchanted Evening and

The Three Little Pigs.  An Enchanted Evening does reference "possible

performance venues include but are not limited to: Senior Centers,

Community Theatres, Country Clubs, Women's Clubs, Civic Clubs, Churches

and Synagogues, Retirement Homes, Middle Schools, High Schools and

Colleges and Universities."  But The Three Little Pigs is only targeted to

Grades:  Pre K - 5 and is limited to 45 minutes in length.  Obviously,

‘Residencies! Workshops!’ is a program created for youth and schools.  A

section on the brochure includes 'Rave Reviews'.  The two reviews are from

a 3rd grader and 4th grader.

The other program included is Residencies or Workshops described as,

"English. . .Math. . .Science. . .Music. . .Opera has it all!  Opera Carolina's

Department of Education and Community Programs will custom design a

residency or workshop to meet the needs of your school and community.

Residencies or workshop can target your curricular needs in the arts and

other areas."

When interviewing Opera Carolina, the response to 'who are your

constituents' was Everyone, backed with "we partner with schools".  I visited

their web-site and clicked on the Education & Outreach page.  At the bottom it

states, "then look no further than Opera Carolina's award-winning

Department of Education and Community Programs.  Here you'll find

curriculum-based programs like Music!Words!Opera! and The Science of

Singing, performance-based programs for K-12, and community

programming with the family in mind!"  The website references three specific

programs — all are targeted toward youth.22

                                                
21 Opera Carolina Brochure, “TEMPO: Teaching Everyone More Through Professional Opera
2000-2001 Season”  (Opera Carolina Brochure, 2000).
22 Interview with James Meena, Executive Director, Opera Carolina, March 3, 2000.
http://www.operacarolina.org
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Opera Carolina has identified a primary constituent for educational

programs   it seems to be students and educators.  While everyone could be

a possible constituent, I see organizations' creating educational programs for

youth, not everyone.

Secondly, how can an organization reach everyone?  Do organizations

think that they satisfy everyone at the same time with the same program?  Or,

is this just wishful thinking?  Keeping in mind that this research was limited

to one interview per organization, I believe each organization would agree

with the following statement by Keith Martin, executive director of Charlotte

Repertory Theatre: "We should be all things to all people some of the time."23

                                                
23 Interview with Keith Martin, Executive Director, Charlotte Repertory Theatre, March 9,
2000.
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Other Observations

Below are additional observations.  Questions, asked during the

interviews, did not directly relate to this issue, but as I began to understand an

organization's programming, the following was revealed.

Professional Development Provided by Artists

Arts organizations are finding a role to provide education for

educators.  I think this type of professional development is a positive step in

developing life-long learners and audiences.  Not only must organizations

search to expose the arts; we must develop leaders to carry on the torch that

the arts are accessible to everyone.

Many educators in public and private schools are not comfortable with

expression through the arts, and there are not enough artists and arts

educators to visit each classroom to the keep the arts at the forefront of

education.  The classroom teacher needs to be aware of the creative

possibilities that the arts can provide to engage students in learning.  Arts

organizations and artists can provide that type of professional development.

In Charlotte, arts organizations have taken on the responsibility to

engage educators, showing and teaching the possibilities of arts instruction in

daily classroom activities.  North Carolina Dance Theatre (NCDT) created

'Head to Head', a program which "works closely with public school and

university educators to develop meaningful curriculum resources and to

provide dance related, in-service training for teachers and teaching artists."24

Two programs contained within 'Head to Head' include, 'Jumpstart -

Capturing the Create Process in Dance' and 'Dancing Through the

Curriculum'.  Jumpstart is a "cutting edge research in the choreographic

process bringing artists, teachers and middle school students together through

                                                
24 Interview with Alain Charron, Director of Education, North Carolina Dance Theatre, March
9, 2000.
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the creation of new dance works."25  'Dancing Through the Curriculum' is a

video resource guide available for the classroom teacher.  Sample and model

lesson plans and assessments are included with the package.

It was described to me that, "NCDT tries to provide a meeting ground,

to level the playing field."26  NCDT recognizes that many educators do not

have experience in dance, nor do dance educators have many possibilities for

professional development.  Through creative programming NCDT has

created professional development providing advancement for dance

educators and classroom teachers alike.

                                                
25 http://www.ncdance.org, April 25, 2000.
26 Interview with Alain Charron, Director of Education, North Carolina Dance Theatre, March
9, 2000.
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IV. Summary

Findings

A. Arts organizations create real educational activities.  There is

more than mere exposure taking place through educational

activities.

I had a preconceived notion that organizations do not create

educational programs that go beyond mere exposure.  I actually found that

organizations do create programs that provide true educational learning

opportunities.  Interesting to note is the lack of publicity these programs

receive.

Most organizations view the educational programs as a device to

provide access.   Whether that access is for personal or social understanding,

the intent remains the same — using the arts to open new pathways for

understanding and feeling.  While this intention typifies why an

organization exists, educational programs deepen the possibilities for access.

An organization produces art to share; yet educational programs can take that

product and explore the content.  This allows for participants to dig deeper

into a work of art, more so than experiencing a performance might allow.

Existing educational programs do provide access to the product with a

direct intention to create personal understanding and most arts organizations

have found creative ways to accomplish this.  Yet, organizations do not

advertise or promote these activities as widely as they do their other

programs.  It is easy to observe that most organizations only provide exposure

educational opportunities, because typically these are the types of educational

programs they advertise.  The brochures I reviewed mainly promote those

activities that are easily accessible and understood by the community at large

— activities that would be considered exposure activities.  I found that every

organization I interviewed does provide a range of educational opportunities,
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they just do not promote all of their activities with the same emphasis or

exposure.

B. There is not a clearly identified reason why arts organizations

support educational programs or what educational programs can do

for the organization.

The volume of educational activities that every organization is

supporting surprised me.  There is not a lack of arts education programming

in Charlotte.  Nor, did I perceive a lack of audiences.  Yet, despite the interests

and support for arts education, I did not sense an overall understanding of

why and what education provides for each organization.

For the most part, people believe educational programs are not

primarily concerned with benefiting the organization.  The focus of

educational programs involves service to the community and less with

creating a program that will positively influence other activities of the

organization.  During the interview, many people revealed that they believe a

benefit for the organization includes access to the community.  Some went on

to say that educational programming provides immediate interaction

between organization and the community, possibly even developing life-long

learners.  Organizations suggest this type of interaction could be a long-term

benefit, and their program will create life long learners.

Most educational programs are targeted to K-12 students and their

teachers, but many organizations believe that their programs can reach

anyone and everyone, ranging from age 1 to 101 years old.  When it comes to

defining the value of the educational program it is important to identify the

value of the program, who will find it valuable and how you will reach those

identified constituents.

Most organizations have not realized exactly who their target audience

is.  Remembering that no one has been able to answered the question, “how

do you create a life-long relationship with members of a community if they
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are not knocking at your door,” organizations must understand the limits of

education.  Educational programs are important because they allow

organizations to go knocking on the community’s door, but organizations are

ignoring reality if they think just because they have reached out to the

community and had a positive experience that they are creating life-long

learners of the arts.  Education has its limits — it is only outreach.

Organizations do want to interact and connect with their community.

They have defined how their programs are ‘good’ for the community, but

they have not answered how education is ‘good’ for their organization.

Organizations need to articulate and connect the value of their educational

programs to their mission.

Before I came to Charlotte, I traveled to a few cities (Chicago, Hartford,

Houston, Providence, St. Louis and Washington DC) and met with arts

organizations to discuss their educational projects.  I found that almost every

organization has educational programming, but their intentions also were

not clear.  In all of the cities I visited, it seems that many education programs

grew out of an opportunity.  Many times these opportunities were associated

with a grant.  A side effect is that commitment to education comes after the

grant has been received.  What happens to the commitment once the money

is gone then becomes a significant question.

In Charlotte, it is difficult to assess commitment to arts education

because of the ASC and CEC.  There is a positive atmosphere in Charlotte in

regards to arts education.  Most every organization is interested in supporting

education, but when I asked ‘what are the intentions of your programs’ I was

confronted with a broad range of emotions.  Some suggested that their

education does help the organization in ways beyond interaction with the

community, but many defended the organization’s position that education

programs are not about raising money for the organization.
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C. Educational programs exist because some one within the

organization has a personal commitment to the project, but the

personal commitment is somewhat limited

My research found that within every organization there is someone

who places value on educational programs.  While there is no right or wrong

scenario as to which staff member has personal commitment, what is

interesting to note is what happens to the program when that person leaves?

Where high commitment exists, so does knowledge.  Therefore, when you

lose an individual, it can have a double impact.  The organization is left void

of commitment and may possibly lack information necessary to continue the

program.

Within the organizations there is not a sense of 'shared vision' when

it comes to education programs.  This is a problem that organizations must

face when the key individual leaves.  This is not to suggest an organization

must continue the status quo when an individual leaves.  My purpose for

identifying the need to share personal commitment is to allow others to

understand where the foundation of a program lies to ease and assist

transitions when change occurs.  ‘What happens when that person leaves?’

and ‘How is change going to affect the program?’ are two questions that

should be addressed by the organization before the situation arises.

D. Education is considered secondary to the real work of the

organization.

This refers to my second and third point   since the value is not

defined, then the work is not understood.  In turn, those who consider

educational programs secondary to the organization do not have personal

commitment to the program.  Thus, when an organization faces change,

money from the grant doesn’t stop.  Then the educational program continues,

but the resources of staff and time are depleted.  Eventually, the educational

programming suffers.
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Because organizations have based their educational programming on

opportunities, the projects themselves have become random events.  I

witnessed many situations where education activities are assumed

'secondary' to the ideals of the organization.  With a label of secondary work

to an organization, dedicated focus to educational projects is lacking.  Most

staff members perceive that educational programs are good projects, but many

do not understand why these projects are vital to the organization’s mission.

Sharing information about a program to board members and co-workers, by

those individuals with high commitment, will also help elevate some of the

stigma that educational programs often carry.

Another associated problem for educational projects considered

secondary to the mission is when an organization hits hard times.  When an

organization loses financial or administrative resources, it responds to the

situation by taking care of its primary activities.  I do not mean to insist that

organizations must be everything at all times, but a significant problem arises

for educational projects during times of organizational change.  Since most

educational projects are supported by outside funds (e.g., grants), there exists

an unequal balance of money as compared to project support.  In turn,

educational programs suffer due to lack of commitment but continue because

an outside source has provided the means.

If the value of an education program is defined at the time when the

organization can support the project, then when the organization is faced

with change it can easily assess what the organization wants to do, can do and

should do.  All in all, defining the education role can help the organization

remain honest to its responsibilities.
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Conclusion

Through interviewing and experiencing the culture of the selected

organizations in Charlotte, NC, I have gained an awareness of the perceptions

and motivations behind arts organizations’ intentions to create and support

arts education.  Lasting effects of arts education are not as easily discernible,

but currently arts organizations place value on arts education as a process to

share and promote involvement with the community, using the arts as a

conduit.

Charlotte is a very blessed community because a positive and successful

relationship exists between funding organizations, the school district and arts

organizations. Arts organizations have been able to take advantage of

educational opportunities that exists because the Arts and Science Council

and the Cultural Education Collaborate contribute vision and financial

support.  All three factions understand and have faith in the creative process.

More importantly, all three understand the capacity of arts education to

provide a better community.

Arts organizations believe that educational programs create

opportunities for people to experience and create their own art.  They have

also found a niche through educational programs by providing professional

development for educators and artists alike.

But there is one issue that organizations deem as reality, but where I

think they are dreaming.  This is the question of who an organization serves

and how they go about serving them.  In the long term, this relates back to

education.  Keeping with the idea that a long-term benefit of arts education is

creating life long learners, I do not think there is an understanding of how to

create a long relationship with members of a community.  Speaking as

someone who received an undergraduate degree in Music Education,

certification in vocal and instrumental K-12, I believe there is a misnomer in

how to reach students and future audiences.  I am speaking about the belief

that "if you show them how to be an artists, then they will become life-long

learners in the arts."
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I would like to see organizations go beyond a basic responsibility to

engage the community in the arts.  I did not observe any organization that is

spearheading the effort to reveal the mystique of the creative process and its

relationship to managing a nonprofit organization.

In the profit world, there is no denying that a bottom line exists for a

product.  Businesses want us to buy their product, not always for reasons of

good will, but to increase profit.  This bottom line does not belong in the arts.

Arts missions are the opposite; the ‘art product’ is based on a gift exchange.27

This exchange may lead to a financial profit, but the onus of the exchange

relies on the acceptance and understanding of the giver to the receiver.

Therein lies the problem.  Many artists, especially young artists, do not

recognize the responsibility and demands related to art as a product beyond

practice and/or rehearsal for creating art.

There is little awareness of how non-profit organizations work.  I

suggest that educational programs must do more than invite people to

participate in the arts.  Organizations need to invite the community to

understand and share the demands of an art organization.

But, for me, a different question has yet to be answered.  While we

know and understand the benefits of education for those it reaches, what can

educational programming become for the organization itself.  Can education

become another sustaining factor for arts organizations?  And what is the

value for the organization when implementing arts educational?

I believe education programs can become a sustaining characteristic for

organizations.  Education is not a short-term solution to solving problems.  It

takes years of investing time and money to see the results, but education

programs can assist with the development of every aspect within an

organization, assisting an organization to reach anyone interested in

understanding and learning.

                                                
27 Lewis Hyde,      The Gift: Imagination and the Erotic Life of Property       (New York: Vintage
Books-Division of Random House, 1983).
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If arts organizations would take an additional step to define the value

of their educational programs, those already adopted and supported by the

organization, from more than the perspective of who they are and attempt to

understand and verbalize their motivations and benefits for the organization,

then the real value of the educational programs can be realized and everyone

involved will reap great benefits.
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VI. TABLES

Table 1: List of Arts Organizations Interviewed by Discipline
9 organizations total

Cultural Center:
Afro-American Cultural Center

Dance:
North Carolina Dance Theatre

Music:
Charlotte Choral Society
Charlotte Symphony
Opera Carolina

Theatre:
Children's Theatre of Charlotte
Charlotte Repertory Theatre

Visual Arts:
Mint Museum
The Light Factory
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Table 2: List of Supporting* Organizations Interviewed
3 organizations total

Charlotte/Mecklenburg School System
Cultural Education Collaborative
Arts and Science Council

*Supporting in this context is defined as organizations that could be consider partners of

a program or provide support to arts organizations via grants.
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Table 3: Five Questions Asked During Interviews

with Arts Organizations

1. What was the drive to start your program(s)?

2. What are the intentions?  Are these stated or unstated goals?

3. What are the benefits of developing and delivering arts educational

programs?  Short and long term benefits?

4. Do you have an intentional goal that your programs will positively

influence your audiences to become participants of other programs?

5. Who are your constituents?
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